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1 Introduction

Structured peer-to-peer (p2p) overlay networks like
CAN, Chord, Pastry and Tapestry [3, 6, 5, 9] provide a
self-organizing substrate for large-scale peer-to-peer ap-
plications. These systems provide efficient, fault-tolerant
routing, object location and load balancing within a self-
organization overlay network.

In this paper, we show how redundant information that is
collected as part of the normal overlay maintenance proto-
col can be exploited to improve the performance of routing,
in terms of both the number of routing hops and routing de-
lay penalty. We use Pastry as a concrete example to describe
the set of optimizations and to evaluate their improvement
in routing performance via a large scale simulation using
a realistic network topology model. We then discuss how
these optimizations can be applied to other structured p2p
overlays.

2 Background on Pastry

In this section, we give a brief description of Pastry.
Pastry is a scalable, fault-tolerant, peer-to-peer substrate.
Each Pastry node has a unique, uniform randomly assigned
nodeId in a circular 128-bit identifier space. Given a 128-
bit key, Pastry routes the associated message towards the
live node whose nodeId is numerically closest to the key.

For the purpose of routing, nodeIds and keys are thought
of as a sequence of digits in base �� (� is a configuration
parameter with typical value 4). A node’s routing table
is organized into ����� rows and �

� columns. The �� en-
tries in row � of the routing table contain the IP addresses
of nodes whose nodeIds share the first � digits with the
present node’s nodeId; the �� �th nodeId digit of the node
in column � of row � equals �. A routing table entry is
left empty if no node with the appropriate nodeId prefix is
known. The uniform random distribution of nodeIds en-
sures an even population of the nodeId space; thus, on aver-

age only �������� levels are populated in the routing table.

Each node also maintains a leaf set. The leaf set is the
set of � nodes with nodeIds that are numerically closest to
the present node’s nodeId, with ��� larger and ��� smaller
nodeIds than the current node’s id. A typical value for � is
approximately �� � �������. The leaf set ensures reliable
message delivery and is used to store replicas of application
objects.

At each routing step, a node seeks to forward the mes-
sage to a node whose nodeId shares with the key a prefix
that is at least one digit (or � bits) longer than the current
node’s shared prefix. If no such node can be found in the
routing table, the message is forwarded to a node whose
nodeId shares a prefix with the key as long as the current
node, but is numerically closer to the key than the present
node’s id. Several such nodes can normally be found in the
routing table; moreover, such a node is guaranteed to ex-
ist in the leaf set unless the message has already arrived at
the node with numerically closest nodeId or its immediate
neighbor. And, unless all ��� nodes in one half of the leaf
set have failed simultaneously, at least one of those nodes
must be live.

Experiments and analysis [5, 2] show that the expected
number of forwarding hops is slightly below ��������,
with a distribution that is tight around the mean.

Node joining An arriving node with new nodeId � joins
the network by asking an existing, nearby Pastry node 	
to route a special message using � as the key. (The IP
address of an existing Pastry node must be learnt through
some out-of-band mechanism). The message is routed to
the existing node 
 with nodeId numerically closest to � .
� then obtains the leaf set from 
 and appropriate rout-
ing table entries from nodes encountered along path from	
to 
. Using this information, � can correctly initialize its
state and notify other nodes that need to know of its arrival,
thereby updating their node states.
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Locality-aware routing Pastry maintains a proximity-
aware overlay by minimizing the distance, according to a
proximity metric like network delay, to each of the nodes
that appear in a node’s routing table. Each entry refers to
one of the nearest nodes with the required prefix match.
Since the expected number of nodes with a given nodeId
prefix decreases exponentially with the length of the prefix
match, the expected distance to an entry in a node’s rout-
ing table increases exponentially with the length of the pre-
fix match. As a result, in routing a random message, the
expected distance traveled in each successive routing step
increases exponentially, and the distance of the last step
dominates. Because of this property of prefix routing, Pas-
try routing exhibits two locality properties: (1) Low delay
stretch: Analysis and simulations in [2] using realistic net-
work topologies shows that the total delay experienced by
Pastry routing relative to the delay between the source and
destination via the underlying IP routing is usually below
two; (2) Local route convergence: Analysis and simula-
tions also show that the routes of messages sent from nearby
nodes to the same destination tend to converge at a node
near the sending nodes.

2.1 Redundancy in routing tables

Depending on how Pastry is implemented, each routing
table entry can hold more than one nodes. In [2], routing ta-
ble maintenance was proposed to prevent the deterioration
of routing quality when the proximity metric may change
dynamically. For each row in the routing table, the main-
tenance procedure periodically requests the corresponding
row from a randomly chosen entry in that row. Each entry in
the obtained row is compared with the current entry and the
closest node is installed in the routing table. When a node is
replaced during the routing table maintenance or as a result
of an update caused by the arrival of a new node, it is kept
in a list of alternative nodes instead of being removed from
the routing table. The nodes in the list are selected based
on proximity if there are more candidates than the size of
the entry. In [2], up to 10 nodes are saved in each entry
of the routing table. Effectively, the routing table becomes
3-dimensional (3-D) with a vector of candidates, called the
route set, in each entry.

The redundancy of routing tables was originally intro-
duced for improved fault tolerance, but in this paper we
are only interested in its potential benefits of improving the
routing performance in terms of the routing delay and the
number of p2p routing hops. Therefore, we do not use the
redundancy for recovery from routing failures when node
failures are present. If the primary node from the entry that
shares the longest prefix with the message key is found to
have failed, instead of falling back on one of the backup
nodes, Pastry chooses the node from other entries that is

numerically closest to the message key, and again only pri-
mary nodes are considered. The purpose of this decision is
to separate the effects of fault tolerance from the effects of
the optimizations and to have a better understanding of the
optimizations.

3 Optimizing routing using routing table re-
dundancy

In addition to its use for routing table maintenance and
failure recovery, the 3-D routing table also provides oppor-
tunities for improving routing performance, in terms of both
delay penalty and the number of routing hops. In the fol-
lowing, we present two optimizations that take advantage
of the redundancy in the 3-D routing tables. We conduct
experiments to evaluate the optimizations via a large scale
simulation using a realistic network topology model. The
impacts of possible node failures in the p2p network are
also considered.

3.1 Experimental setup

Our experiments in this section are performed via simu-
lations on a network topology with 1050 routers, which is
generated by the Georgia Tech random graph generator us-
ing the transit-stub model [8]. There are 5 transit domains,
with 10 routers in each. Each transit router has 5 stub do-
mains attached, and each stub has 4 routers. The routers are
not part of the overlay networks. Instead, the overlay net-
works are formed by 20,000 end nodes that are randomly
assigned to the 1000 routers in the stub domains with uni-
form probability. The routing policy weights generated by
the Georgia Tech random graph generator are used to per-
form IP unicast routing in the IP network.

To evaluate the performance of the optimizations when
nodes in the p2p network may fail and come back, we use
a trace of node arrivals and departures from a study mea-
suring the availability of desktop computers in a corporate
network [1]. The original trace contains the liveness states
of 65,000 nodes over a period of 840 hours. Our simula-
tions use 20,000 nodes during the first 60 hours. Out of the
20,000 nodes, on average there are 260 nodes that fail (or
leave the network) and 290 nodes that join (or re-join) the
network within each of the 60 hours. The average failure
rate is about 10% and on average there are about 16,600
live nodes in the network during a given hour. We assume
that nodes fail silently and the failed node is not discovered
by another node until that node tries to route through it a
message, either a data packet, or a control message as part
of the routing table maintenance.

During each hour in the simulation, 500 messages are
sent with random starting nodes and random keys. We mea-
sure the number of routing hops in the Pastry overlay net-
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work, and the routing delay penalty, averaged over the to-
tal of 30,000 messages (i.e., over 60 hours). The routing
delay penalty is defined as the ratio between the distance
traversed in the Pastry route and the distance traversed if it
were routed directly by the underlying IP network. If the
message is forwarded to a node that has failed in the sim-
ulation, the round trip delay to the failed node is added to
the total delay experienced by the message to count for the
effects of the node failure.

The routing table maintenance procedure as described
in previous section is enabled for the simulations with and
without node failures. When nodes fail, a process called leaf
set maintenance [5] is used to restore the consistency of leaf
sets when node failures are discovered in the leaf set. Leaf
set maintenance is also performed periodically as is routing
table maintenance at each live node in the Pastry network.
We compare the results with and without periodic mainte-
nance procedures. The maintenance frequency varies from
every 2 hour to every 16 hours when the periodic mainte-
nance is enabled.

3.2 Optimization 1: searching the destination
node in the backup list

Pastry routing normally does not consider backup entries
in the routing table when forwarding messages. There is,
however, a possibility that the destination is not the nearest
node in the appropriate routing table entry, but is a member
of that entry’s backup list. Thus, its IP address could be
looked up and the message could be forwarded directly to
the destination. In this case, the message can be delivered in
one more hop, and at least one (p2p) routing hop is saved.
As a result, the routing delay will be reduced in most cases.
This is because the triangle inequality holds in most cases
in the Internet: the direct IP route between two nodes A and
B is usually shorter than going through a third node, e.g.,
from A to C, followed by C to B.

When there is a match between the message key and a
node in the routing table entry but the node is later found
to have failed, Pastry will use the original 2-D routing algo-
rithm, which ignores all the backup entries. For example,
it will first try the primary node in the route set that shares
the longest prefix with the message key. If no such entry
is found, it will look for the best alternative whose nodeId
is closest numerically to the message key, and again, only
primary nodes are considered.

We denote the above optimization as “exact-match”.
Clearly, it is effective only when the destination key of the
message is equal to the nodeId of some live node in the
system. Figures 1 and 2 show that both the routing delay
penalty and the average number of routing hops are reduced
significantly with this optimization when the message key
is the nodeId of a random node that exists in the network.
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Figure 1. Relative delay penalty for original
and improved Pastry routing when destina-
tion is a random existing nodeId. The x-axis
shows the delay between two consecutive
routing table maintenance.
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Figure 2. Average number of routing hops for
original and improved Pastry routing when
destination is a random existing nodeId.

Specifically, the average number of routing hops is reduced
by about 10%, and the routing delay penalty is reduced by
about 13% (relative to the IP routing).

Figure 3 and 4 show the results with node failures based
on the availability trace data. The average number of rout-
ing hops is reduced by 7%-10%, and the average routing
delay penalty is reduced by 11%-14%. Note that routing
table maintenance and leaf set maintenance can reduce the
impacts of node failures by replacing failed nodes in rout-
ing tables and leaf sets, and the higher the maintenance fre-
quency, the better the performance of Pastry routing. On the
other hand, the maintenance procedures and their frequency
have smaller effects on the routing performance when the
p2p network is failure free and the underlying network is
static.
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Figure 3. Relative delay penalty for original
and improved Pastry routing with node fail-
ures, when destination is a random existing
nodeId.
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Figure 4. Average number of routing hops
for original and improved Pastry routing with
node failures, when destination is a random
existing nodeId.

3.3 Optimization 2: probabilistically choosing the
next hop from the backup list

A more aggressive approach to utilizing the redundancy
in Pastry routing tables is to choose the next hop based on
the probability that a routing table entry is the destination
of the message (i.e., the live node with nodeId numerically
closest to the key). This probability can be estimated based
on the density of the nodeId space, e.g., the distance be-
tween the nodeIds of two adjacent nodes in the id space, as
observed in a node’s leaf set.

At each step of routing, if the destination key is not
within the leaf set nor does it match any nodes in the corre-
sponding route set, there is still a certain possibility that the
destination is one of the nodes in the route set, if the desti-
nation key and that nodeId are close enough in the id space.

To exploit this possibility, the routing is modified so that
whenever the distance between the destination key and the
nodeId of some node in the route set is smaller than � times
the average distance between any two neighboring nodes in
the id space, that closest candidate is taken as the next hop.
To approximate the average distance in the id space between
any two neighboring nodes in the network, each node sim-
ply uses the average distance between adjacent nodes in its
leaf set.

The parameter � is a constant whose choice controls the
aggressiveness of the guess. When the closest candidate
is beyond the threshold, the routing falls back to using the
closest candidate in the proximity space. Obviously this
approach is probabilistic, since it is possible that the guess
is wrong and the message has to be forwarded further at the
next hop. We denote this optimization “probabilistic”. Note
that even if the guess is wrong, and further hops are needed,
taking the closest node in the id space makes better progress
towards the final destination in the id space, compared to
taking the node in the same routing table entry that is closest
in the proximity space.

As in the case of ”exact-match”, Pastry also falls back on
the original routing algorithm if the next hop chosen by the
probabilistic optimization turns out to have failed.

We experimentally compare the delay stretch and routing
hops by using the original Pastry routing, the exact-match
optimization, and the probabilistic optimization, varying the
choice of �, and the results are shown in Figures 5 and 6.
Unlike in Figures 1 and 2, the destination of each message
is chosen as a random key in the id space; given the num-
ber of nodes in the network, a message key is highly un-
likely to coincide with any existing nodeId in the network.
The simulations confirm that the exact-match optimization
presented in the previous subsection does not have any no-
ticeable effect on the performance of Pastry routing when
the destination key is chosen randomly. However, the prob-
abilistic optimization can improve both the relative delay
penalty and the routing hops significantly.

For the probabilistic method, there is a trade-off in the
choice of the threshold between reducing the per-hop rout-
ing distance versus reducing the number of routing hops, as
follows. The larger the threshold, the more likely the rout-
ing will take the-closest-in-id-space hops; while the smaller
the threshold, the more likely the routing will take the-
closest-in-proximity-space hops. We experientially mea-
sure the routing performance for a set of choices, and the
results are shown in Figures 5-6. The results show that the
larger the value of � is, the fewer the average number of
hops taken. Setting the threshold to infinity minimizes the
number of routing hops. Setting the threshold to be 1.0–1.1
times the average distance between adjacent nodeIds in the
leafset minimizes the delay penalty. In this case, the delay
penalty is between 7%–8% lower than Pastry without this
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Figure 5. Relative delay penalty when destina-
tion is a random key. � �1.0 or 1.1 is optimal
in minimizing the delay penalty.

optimization.

Figures 7 and 8 show the routing delay penalty and the
average number of routing hops using the probabilistic op-
timization in the presence of node failures. Since the live-
ness status of a node in the routing table is updated ”lazily”,
there is a risk involved every time we forward a message
to the next hop and this risk becomes higher when the next
hop node is chosen by the probabilistic optimization, as fol-
lows. The backup nodes are not visited as often as the pri-
mary nodes since we don’t use them for recovery from fail-
ures of primary nodes. Therefore, the possibility that the
failures from the backup list remain undiscovered is higher.
The overhead caused by failures of the probabilistic routing
offsets the potential improvement. We expect that the im-
provement from the probabilistic routing would dominate if
a more proactive mechanism were used to update the live-
ness information between Pastry nodes and if the backup list
liveness states were updated as often as the primary nodes.
However, such a more proactive mechanism would also in-
cur additional overheads that offset the benefits.

We also compare the routing performance between the
probabilistic optimization and the exact-match optimization
when the destination key equals some existing nodeId in the
network, since they behave differently in this case. With
the exact-match optimization, routing uses the closest can-
didate in proximity at each hop, and the last hop will use an
exact-match in the routing table entry. Under the probabilis-
tic optimization, routing uses the closest candidate in the id
space (subject to the threshold criteria), and the last hop will
use an exact-match in the routing table entry, same as with
the exact-match optimization. One interesting question is
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Figure 6. Average number of routing hops
when destination is a random key. � �infinite
is optimal in minimizing the number of rout-
ing hops.
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Figure 7. Relative delay penalty when destina-
tion is a random key with node failures. � �1.0
is still a good choice.

how the two optimizations compare in this case.
Figures 9-12 show that the two methods have very simi-

lar average numbers of routing hops, though increasing the
threshold lowers the average number of routing hops for
the probabilistic method, with a threshold of infinity min-
imizing the average number of routing hops. On the other
hand, the delay stretch with the probabilistic optimization
is higher than with the exact-match optimization. And, the
smaller the threshold, the smaller the delay penalty, with the
extreme case of a threshold of zero, when the probabilistic
method degenerates to the exact-match method. Comparing
to optimization 1, this suggests that when the message key
is an existing nodeId, the closest node in proximity in the
route set is almost as good as any other candidate in terms
of approaching the destination in as few hops as possible,
but it is a better candidate than others in terms of reducing
routing delay.
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Figure 8. Average number of routing hops
when destination is a random key with node
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Figure 9. Relative delay penalty when des-
tination is a random existing nodeId. The
smaller the � value, the closer the probabilis-
tic method is to the exact method.

4 Application to other structured p2p over-
lays

The optimizations studied in this paper are not unique to
Pastry. First, all three optimizations can be directly applied
to Tapestry [9], which also uses prefix-based routing and
proximity neighbor selection. Second, optimization 1 is ap-
plicable to Chord. Chord improves its lookup latency via a
server selection mechanism as follows: Instead of keeping
one node in each entry, k successive nodes can be kept. This
is similar to the routing table redundancy in Pastry. Usually
these k nodes are equivalent in terms of progress in the id
space (although they are different in terms of routing de-
lay), but there is a certain probability that the destination is
among them. It is less clear how to apply optimization 2,
although intuitively Chord could choose the closest candi-
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Figure 10. Average number of routing hops
when destination is a random existing
nodeId. � �infinite is optimal in minimizing
the number of routing hops.
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Figure 11. Relative delay penalty when des-
tination is a random existing nodeId with
node failures. The smaller the � value, the
closer the probabilistic method is to the ex-
act method.

date in the proximity space in the early hops (as taking any
of the k candidates will make roughly equal progress in the
id space), and choose the closest candidate in the id space
as the messages approaches the destination.

CAN also has some redundancy mechanisms: multiple
realities and overloading coordinate zones. The latter is
similar to keeping multiple candidates per routeset in Pas-
try. It is not obvious how to apply optimizations 1 and 2
presented in this paper to CAN.

5 Related work

The use of “overloading coordinate zones” in CAN is
similar to keeping multiple candidates per route set in Pas-
try. In PAST [4], a peer-to-peer storage utility built on top
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Figure 12. Average number of routing hops
when destination is a random existing nodeId
with node failures. � �infinite is optimal in
minimizing the number of routing hops.

of Pastry, each file is inserted with � replicas stored on the
� nodes with adjacent nodeIds (by default). Each client
lookup request is routed by Pastry towards the � nodes
with replicas. To maximize the probability that a client re-
quest reaches the nearest of the � replicas (in the proximity
space), PAST uses a routing optimization that is similar to
optimization 2 (although towards a different goal). At each
node along the routing path, PAST looks at the route set and
the local leaf set, and estimates if any of the nodes in the leaf
set is among the � closest to the key. If so, it forwards the
request message to that node.

6 Conclusion

The two optimizations on Pastry routing presented in
this paper are of a different nature. Optimization 1 (exact-
match) is a simple idea that checks the routing table for di-
rect shortcuts in the id space. It has no downside, but it is
only effective when the message key coincides with some
existing nodeId. Optimization 2 (probabilistic routing) is
essentially a trade-off between closeness in the id space and
closeness in the proximity space, which explains why the
optimal value for minimizing the number of hops and the
delay penalty are different.

Simulations on a large-scale topology model using Pas-
try show that both optimizations 1 and 2 yield significant
improvements in routing performance. Optimization 1 re-
duces the average routing delay penalty by about 13% when
the message key coincides with some existing nodeId in the
network. Optimization 2 with optimal threshold � reduces
the average routing delay penalty by 7%–8% for random
message keys. We conclude that optimization 2 should be
incorporated into Pastry or other p2p overlays if applicable
unconditionally. In addition, optimization 1 can be added to
Pastry as well, by adding a separate API, to be used when

the application has the knowledge that the message key is
an existing nodeId, for example, in the TREE messages sent
back by the group root in Bayeux [10].

We are evaluating these optimizations using other topol-
ogy models, such as the Mercator topology and routing
models [7]. One interesting question is whether and how
much the optimal choice of threshold for the probabilistic
method depends on the network topology. We are also in-
terested in studying the impact of these optimizations on the
performance of various applications built on top of these
p2p overlays, such as distributed storage systems and mul-
ticast systems.
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